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MOTIVATIONS

¡ Danish is difficult to learn 

¡ plenty of anecdotal evidence 

¡ some (limited) academic evidence [1-6]

¡ focus on structural properties

¡ not so much on socio-pragmatic ones

¡ occasional negative attitudes towards Danish

¡ Based on MH’s social network
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https://www.danishnet.com/culture/so-you-want-learn-danish/
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MOTIVATIONS

https://www.danishnet.com/culture/so-you-want-learn-danish/
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Not everyone thinks Danish is difficult though…

https://www.danishnet.com/culture/so-you-want-learn-danish/


RESEARCH QUESTIONS

¡ RQ1: Is it difficult to learn Danish not only because of its less typical phonology and phonetics but also because
Danes often switch into English when a non-Dane initiates a conversation in Danish? 

¡ RQ2: Do learners of Danish and Danes assess Dane-induced switches into English in the same way regarding the 
affective impact of these switches?

¡ RQ3: How is the interaction affected by switches in general?

¡ RQ4: Are all non-Danes affected in the same way regardless of their background?
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OVERALL METHODOLOGY



OVERALL METHODOLOGY

Survey 1

¡ self-reported data from non-native Danish speakers (quantitative + qualitative)

Rapid Anonymous Survey (RAS)

¡ data observed in daily life by MH (primarily quantitative)
¡ interactions with Danes who did not know MH

Survey 2
¡ self-reported data from L1 Danish speakers (quantitative + qualitative)

¡ more details as relevant
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ 418 participants (-3) à 415 relevant participants

¡ survey was launched on 1st February 2019 - 31st March 2019.

¡ snowball method + more formal means

¡ Questions

¡ open-ended

¡ multiple choice with 1 option to be chosen

¡ multiple choice with multiple options to be chosen
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

The questions we’ll focus on today:

¡ When you initiate conversations with a Dane, do you start out in Danish as a rule? (Multiple choice, one answer 
possible)

¡ If you ever don't initiate interactions with Danes in Danish, why not? (Open ended)

¡ Has it happened to you that you started speaking Danish but the Dane(s) switched into English? (Multiple choice, 
one answer possible)

¡ When (and if) Danes have switched into English when interacting with you in the past, how did you react? 
(Multiple choice, multiple answers possible)

¡ Why do you think they switched? (Multiple choice, multiple answers possible)

¡ Could you give us an example / examples of interactions in which Danes switched into English? (Open ended)

¡ How did these switches into English make you feel? (Open ended) 8



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ Academic background
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college



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ Gender 
¡ female/woman n = 322

¡ male/man n = 85

¡ non-binary n = 1

¡ prefer not to say n = 1

¡ helicopters and other such labels were excluded

¡ Age

¡ min 16 years

¡ mean 30 years

¡ max 62 years 10



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

Proficiency assessed in three ways 

¡ length of learning Danish in months

¡ which exam has been passed

¡ contexts in which the participants speak Danish (multiple choice – multiple answers)
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
Mother tongue

¡ a wide range of answers

¡ some marginally represented (e.g. by a single participant)

¡ individual languages grouped into groups that were meaningful based on the structural properties of these languages

¡ Scandinavian

¡ English

¡ West Germanic other than English

¡ Slavic

¡ Romance

¡ Baltic

¡ Indo-Aryan

¡ Finno-Ugric

¡ non-Indo-European (spoken primarily in Asia)

¡ very crude a this point, but it’s a start! 12



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
How often do learners initiate conversations with Danes in Danish?

¡ 34.6% almost always (n = 139); 11.5% often (n = 46) 

¡ 46.1% (n = 185) really try
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

Has it happened to you that you started speaking Danish but the Dane(s) switched into English? 

¡ 53 fairly often, 88 often, 78 always (total = 219, or 54.6%)

¡ 29 never, 38 almost never, and 39 not often (total = 106, or 26.4%)
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

Has it happened to you that you started speaking Danish but the Dane(s) switched into English? 

à How did that impact the interaction?

¡ the rest of the conversation continued in English straight away (196, or 48.9%)

¡ 102 (25.4%) reported trying to continue in Danish but ultimately switching into English too

¡ attempts to establish Danish as the mutual language of the interaction failed

¡ in 74.3% of cases, Dane-initiated switches into English resulted in the conversation ending in English

¡ the rest reported persisting in Danish despite the switch (33, 8.2%) 

¡ or ending the conversation (3, 0.7%)
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS

If you don’t initiate conversations in Danish, why not?

16

(negative) focus on the Danes
They don’t understand my accent 24 12.5%
They’d switch anyway 12 6%
Unfriendliness, uncomfortable 12 6%
Dislike of internationals 1 0.5%

positive / neutral / (too) ambiguous
English is easier 13 7%
Importance & hurrying 22 11.5%
Social reasons 17 9%
(e.g. non-Danes around; or English historically)
When tired 8 4%
Laziness on my part 2 1%
Noise 2 1%
Not worth the effort 1 0.5%

negative focus on themselves (& sometimes Danes)
My Danish isn’t good enough 107 56%
Shy, nervous, afraid, lack of confidence 51 27%
Embarrassment, shame 11 6%
(coming across as stupid and unprofessional)
Fears of imposing 4 2%
Fear of confusion 2 1%
They’re old (difficult to understand for me) 1 0.5%
Dislike of Danish 1 0.5%



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
SOME SAMPLE COMMENTS
If you don’t initiate conversations in Danish, why not? (some examples)

¡ “When I say the first sentence and they respond "Hvad siger du?" I give up and stick to English”

¡ “When I have tried, Danes look at me blankly or say, "Hvaaaaad?””

¡ “Because they know I’m not a Dane or they know I’m not fluent in danish”

¡ “they refuse to speak Danish when they hear it's not perfect”
¡ “they may look like they wouldn’t be patient enough and would be annoyed to have to interact with a non-

native speaker”

¡ “too complex topic, not enough time, very formal context, non Danish speakers around”

¡ “I expect not be to understood (pronunciation-wise) or I might not understand the expected reply”

¡ “They couldn’t understand my Danish pronunciation”

¡ “I am tired”

¡ “Because sometimes with more senior colleagues I feel self-conscious about the mistakes I make”

¡ “Because they clearly dont want to talk to us, internationals”

¡ “They always switch to English”
17



SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
How did these switches into English make you feel? 

¡ Negative 57.7% (188 / 326)

¡ Neutral 30.3% (99 / 326)

¡ Positive 11.9% (39 / 326)

¡ (na = no replies provided)
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
SOME SAMPLE COMMENTS

How do the switches make you feel? (some examples)

Positive:

¡ “I don't mind when they switch to English, it's easier for me!”  

¡ “Good, because I know that the other person just wants to keep the interaction going”

Neutral:

¡ “I understood, i couldn't easilycarry on the conversation” 

¡ “I usually start by saying that "jeg ikke taler dansk sa god" but it leads to more confusion than when I just say "I don't 
speak Danish so well, is English okay?"”
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SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
SOME SAMPLE COMMENTS

How do the switches make you feel? (some examples – work in progress)

Negative:

¡ “I find this really impolite and annoying”

¡ “Like I’m wasting my time”  “Like I’ll never learn Danish”  “I stopped trying in Danish”

¡ “Like shit” “Angry and confused” “Terrible” “a failure” “Pissed”

¡ “Sad because I was trying very hard”

¡ “Like an outsider” “Impotent og afvist”

¡ “Frustrated. I have patience for everyone speaking English poorly and do my best to understand them and let them 
practice, but even the slightest hint of non-native accent renders me completely incomprehensible to most Danes. It's 
horrible. And they butcher English! They're not nearly as fluent as they think..”

¡ “Garbage language for garbage people” 20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1-GDlzODzc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1-GDlzODzc


SURVEY 1: NON-NATIVE DANISH SPEAKERS
SOME SAMPLE COMMENTS

How do the switches make you feel? (tbc)

¡ “It's hard to be better in a language when you can't practice with the native speakers”

¡ “I feel a bit sad that they assumed already that I can’t understand nor speak danish just by my looks…”

¡ “Annoyed and discriminated especially because I spoke danish back.”

¡ “Discouraged”

¡ “That my Danish is not good enough and I shouldn't try”
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/90692443@N05/8239219385
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RAS STUDY
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RAS STUDY

MH analysed all interactions with Danes she interacted with who didn’t know her

¡ 8th September 2018 – 31st March 2019

¡ 370 interactions

The following were noted

¡ Did the Dane switch into English?

¡ Was the conversation routine or non-routine? 
¡ paying for her groceries in a shop as opposed to one taking place over the phone to enquire into the prices of window cleaning depending on the type of windows

and buildings concerned

¡ Sex of the interlocutor (as assessed by MH)

¡ other factors

¡ Location

¡ Did I ask them to slow down for me?

¡ Were there others around who didn’t speak Danish?
23



RAS STUDY

¡ Danes switched into English in 17.3% of the times (64 / 370)

¡ This includes both the interactions initiated by MH as well as those initiated by Danes

¡ it did not matter whether MH started the conversation or not 

¡ initiated by MH

¡ 20 interactions include switches into English (16.7%) 

¡ 100 take place solely in Danish (83.3%)

¡ Dane-initiated

¡ 44 involve switches into English (17.6%) 

¡ 206 carried out in Danish only (82.4%)
24



RAS STUDY

¡ no difference as to whether the interaction was a routine one or a non-routine

¡ 17% of the interactions containing a Dane initiated switch into English in the routine context (54 / 317) 

¡ 17% of the interactions in the non-routine context (9 / 52 cases)

¡ no sex differences 

¡ 16% of the female speakers switching into English (36 / 231) 

¡ 20% of the male speakers switching into English (28 / 239)

¡ But… 

¡ qualitative analysis à a sex/gender difference related to two aspects of the interactions
25



RAS STUDY

¡ MH made note of when she had explicitly asked the interlocutors to slow down for her 

¡ and/or repeat something

¡ this happened in 36 interactions

¡ 19 with male speakers

¡ 17 with female speakers

Something interesting

¡ 50% slowed down and/or repeated

¡ 12 were female speakers (66%)

¡ 6 were male speakers (33%)

¡ 50% didn’t slow down / didn’t repeat / started speaking faster / switched into English

¡ 14 were male speakers (78%) 

¡ 4 were female speakers (22%)
26



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ 139 participants (-7) à 132 relevant participants [Don’t speak English.]

¡ survey was launched on 1st February 2019 - 31st March 2019

¡ snowball method + more formal means

¡ Questions

¡ open-ended

¡ multiple choice with 1 option to be chosen

¡ multiple choice with multiple options to be chosen

¡ various demographic information collected (=S1 survey)

¡ data far from processed, but here’s a sneak peek
28



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ Snakker du tit med herboende udlædninge? (dvs. folk der ikke er danske statsborgere, f.eks. turister eller folk som
er flyttet hertil som voksne)
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SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ Hvis du starter samtalen, taler du som regel altid til udlændinge på engelsk, eller prøver du at tale dansk til dem? 
(Kontekst: du har ikke mødt personen før)

30

ß Columns show different frequencies of using English in 
one’s everyday life

ß Colours in each column correspond to self-reported 
frequencies of English/Danish used as the language of 
interaction

à Lack of correlation between the use of English in 
everyday life and which language is used (and how 
frequently) with udlændinger

à Red + blue = Danish as the chosen language of 
interaction

à more than what non-Danes report



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS

¡ Har du oplevet at en udenlandsk person har talt til dig på dansk, men at du er skiftet over til engelsk i løbet af
samtalen?

31

We also asked if it 
happened to them that a 
non-Dane insisted on 
using Danish and which 
language they chose then.

98% reported they 
switched / would switch 
to Danish



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS
I samtaler, hvor du er blevet talt til af en udlænding på dansk men du derefter selv har skiftet til engelsk i løbet af
samtalen, hvorfor tror du så du skiftede sprog?

¡ They didn’t understand 52% (n = 53 / 102)

¡ I didn’t understand 28.4% (n = 29)

¡ It’s faster 43.1% (n = 44)

¡ To be polite 18.6% (n = 19)

¡ It’s automatic – I’m fluent in English 15.7% (n = 16)

¡ I always speak Danish 15.7% (n = 16)

¡ Communication breakdown 11.8% (n = 12)

¡ Other 6.9% (n = 7)

¡ Because of their accent 2.9% (n = 3)

¡ They didn’t look Danish 2% (n = 2)

¡ I wanted to practice English 1% (n = 1)
32



SURVEY 2: L1 DANISH SPEAKERS

Other questions not (fully) analysed yet:

¡ Hvordan tror du udlændinge har det med, at danskere taler engelsk til dem (selvom de måske prøver at 
kommunikere på dansk)?

¡ “ved ikke” “okay” “En smule frustrerende?” “ikke godt” “nedladende”

¡ “De synes nok, det er irriterende” “Skidt! […] det er enormt demotiverende” “helt fint”

¡ “jeg tænker det kan give dårlig selvtillid, hvis de tror det er fordi danskeren mener at de taler for dårligt dansk til at man kan
forstå dem”

¡ “Jeg har hørt mange brokke sig over at danskere bare skifter til engelsk, når de gerne vil øve deres dansk. Derfor er jeg
opmærksom på at prøve dansk så længe som muligt.”

¡ Har du andre kommentarer?
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BACK TO OUR RQ’S
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BACK TO OUR RQ’S

RQ1: Is it difficult to learn Danish not only because of its less typical phonology and phonetics but also
because Danes often switch into English when a non-Dane initiates a conversation in Danish? 

¡ Yes, the socio-pragmatic situation contributes to the difficulties learners have with Danish, at least based on self-
reported data.
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BACK TO OUR RQ’S

RQ2: Do learners of Danish and Danes assess Dane-induced switches into English in the same way
regarding the affective impact of these switches?

¡ Non-Danes perceive Danes’ switches into English much more negatively than Danes do.
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BACK TO OUR RQ’S

RQ3: How is the interaction affected by switches in general?

¡ Switches into English initiated by Danes discourage the learners from using Danish (and thus learning it).
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BACK TO OUR RQ’S

RQ4:Are all non-Danes affected in the same way regardless of their background?

¡ The background of the learners does not seem to be generally relevant, although 2% of the Danes switched 
because the learners “didn’t look Danish”

à self-reported by Danes (not learners of Danish)

à one learner also assumed Danes don’t use Danish with them because they don’t look Danish
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
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For Danes

¡ Learners of Danish should be encouraged as much as possible.

¡ Try to be patient with us.

¡ Use “Excuse me? / Pardon me?” rather than “Hvad? / What?”

For non-Danes

¡ Don’t assume Danes switch because

¡ they think your Danish sucks

¡ don’t want to speak Danish with you

¡ Tell them explicitly you need to practice Danish.

For both

¡ Talk about the socio-pragmatic issues with other others.

¡ Employers should also ideally encourage learners as much as 
possible.



FURTHER STEPS

¡ finishing the analyses and looking at the data more carefully

¡ comparison with other language situations

¡ outreach 

¡ Camilla Horslund’s project

¡ phonetic and phonological challenges of Danish as a foreign language

¡ outreach in language schools

¡ She’s coming to give a talk on 20th November, Wed, 15:15-16:00

¡ What do you think our next steps should be?

¡ Do you think we should pursue this project further?
40



SPECIAL THANK YOU TO

¡ hundreds of participants

¡ thanks to some of you too for participating

¡ thank you for spreading the project in your networks

¡ Ben Carver

¡ for Brooklyn99 reference spotting

¡ and YOU for super smart and useful input? 
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